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A Felicidade Antonio Carlos Jobim Bialeks
Originally issued in hardcover in 1996 by Garland Publishing, this important
reference work is now available in paperback for a wider audience. A
distinguished team of contributors has compiled entries on 140 significant South
American feature films from the silent era until 1994. The entries discuss each
film's subject matter, critical reception, and social and political contexts, as well
as its production, distribution, and exhibition history, including technical credits.
The entries are grouped by country and arranged chronologically. Both fiction
and documentary films (some no longer in existence) are included, as well as
extensive title, name, and subject indexes and glossaries of film and foreign
terms.
The definitive study of arranging by America's premiere composer, arranger and
conductor. A "must" for every musician interested in a greater understanding of
arranging. Includes chapters on instrumentation, orchestration and Nelson
Riddle's work with Sinatra, Cole and Garland.
A long-time rock critic, the chief music critic for The Village Voice offers an
insightful overview of the music of the 1990s, discussing rock, rap, country, world
music, and more, and grading albums from A+ works to the total failures.
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Original. 25,000 first printing.
Number ten in the Mel Bay/Alfred collaboration contains a collection of beginning
to intermediate arrangements for Brazilian Guitar. All tunes included in standard
notation and tablature are: 'One Note Samba', 'Meditation', 'Quiet Nights of Quiet
Stars', 'Chega de Saudade', 'How Insensitive', 'The Girl from Ipanema', 'A Day in
the Life of a Fool', 'The Island', 'So Nice', 'Desafinado', 'A Felicidade', 'Sabia' and
'Gentle Rain'. Tunes arranged by John Zaradin and Mike Christiansen. All
tunesincluded on companion online audio in solo and rhythm styles. Includes
access to online audio.
The essential biography of the influential and beloved filmmaker George Lucas.
On May 25, 1977, a problem-plagued, budget-straining independent science-
fiction film opened in a mere thirty-two American movie theaters. Conceived,
written, and directed by a little-known filmmaker named George Lucas, the movie
originally called The Star Wars quickly drew blocks-long lines, bursting box-office
records and ushering in a new way for movies to be made, marketed, and
merchandised. It is now one of the most adored-and successful-movie franchises
of all time. Now, the author of the bestselling biography Jim Henson delivers a
long-awaited, revelatory look into the life and times of the man who created Luke
Skywalker, Han Solo, and Indiana Jones. If Star Wars wasn't game-changing
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enough, Lucas went on to create another blockbuster series with Indiana Jones,
and he completely transformed the world of special effects and the way movies
sound. His innovation and ambition forged Pixar and Lucasfilm, Industrial Light &
Magic, and THX sound. Lucas's colleagues and competitors offer tantalizing
glimpses into his life. His entire career has been stimulated by innovators
including Steven Spielberg and Francis Ford Coppola, actors such as Harrison
Ford, and the very technologies that enabled the creation of his films-and allowed
him to keep tinkering with them long after their original releases. Like his
unforgettable characters and stories, his influence is unmatched.
Neste volume com 40 canções, destacam-se: A felicidade, Ai quem me dera,
Ana Luiza, Brigas nunca mais, Cai a tarde, Caminhos cruzados, Demais,
Derradeira primavera, Preciso dizer adeus, Eu não existo sem você, Eu te amo,
Janelas abertas, Lamento no morro, Ligia, Luiza, O morro não tem vez, O nosso
amor, Olha Maria, Outra vez, Por toda minha vida, Retrato em branco e preto,
Samba torto, Só em teus braços, Só saudade, Só tinha de ser com você, Solidão
e Teresa da praia.
Most die-hard Brazilian music fans would argue that Getz/Gilberto, the iconic
1964 album featuring "The Girl from Ipanema," is not the best bossa nova record.
Yet we've all heard "The Girl from Ipanema" as background music in a thousand
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anodyne settings, from cocktail parties to telephone hold music. So how did
Getz/Gilberto become the Brazilian album known around the world, crossing
generational and demographic divides? Bryan McCann traces the history and
making of Getz/Gilberto as a musical collaboration between leading figure of
bossa nova João Gilberto and Philadelphia-born and New York-raised cool jazz
artist Stan Getz. McCann also reveals the contributions of the less-understood
participants (Astrud Gilberto's unrehearsed, English-language vocals; Creed
Taylor's immaculate production; Olga Albizu's arresting, abstract-expressionist
cover art) to show how a perfect balance of talents led to not just a great album,
but a global pop sensation. And he explains how Getz/Gilberto emerged from the
context of Bossa Nova Rio de Janeiro, the brief period when the subtle
harmonies and aching melodies of bossa nova seemed to distill the spirit of a
modernizing, sensuous city. 33 1/3 Global, a series related to but independent
from 33 1/3, takes the format of the original series of short, music-based books
and brings the focus to music throughout the world. With initial volumes focusing
on Japanese and Brazilian music, the series will also include volumes on the
popular music of Australia/Oceania, Europe, Africa, the Middle East, and more.
"First Published in 2002, Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa
company."
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(P/V/G Composer Collection). This Grammy-winning bossa nova proponent has been
hailed as the "Gershwin of Brazil." This collection assembles 47 of his very best,
including many favorites previously unavailable in print! Features: Agua De Beber
(Water to Drink) * Antigua * Bonita * Don't Ever Go Away (Por Causa De Voce) * The
Girl from Impanema * One Note Samba * Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars (Corcovado) *
Sexy * Slightly Out of Tune (Desafinado) * Wave * and dozens more.
Bossa nova is one of the most popular musical genres in the world. Songs such as
“The Girl from Ipanema” (the fifth most frequently played song in the world), “The
Waters of March,” and “Desafinado” are known around the world. Bossa Nova—a
number-one bestseller when originally published in Brazil as Chega de Saudade—is a
definitive history of this seductive music. Based on extensive interviews with Antonio
Carlos Jobim, Jo+o Gilberto, and all the major musicians and their friends, Bossa Nova
explains how a handful of Rio de Janeiro teenagers changed the face of popular culture
around the world. Now, in this outstanding translation, the full flavor of Ruy Castro’s
wisecracking, chatty Portuguese comes through in a feast of detail. Along the way he
introduces a cast of unforgettable characters who turned Gilberto’s singular vision into
the sound of a generation.
Explores the ways that music has been used in the cinemas of various understudied
countries in Australasia, Africa, Latin America and Europe.
Global Suburbs: Urban Sprawl from the Rio Grande to Rio de Janeiro offers a critical
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new perspective on the emerging phenomenon of the global suburb in the western
hemisphere. American suburban sprawl has created a giant human habitat stretching
from Las Vegas to San Diego, and from Mexico to Brazil, presented here in a clear and
comprehensive style with in depth descriptions and images. Challenging the ecological
problems that stem from these flawed suburban developments, Herzog targets an often
overlooked and potentially disastrous global shift in urban development. This book will
give depth to courses on suburbs, development, urban studies, and the environment.
From the gospel music of slavery in the antebellum South to anti-apartheid freedom
songs in South Africa, this two-volume work documents how music has fueled
resistance and revolutionary movements in the United States and worldwide.
At last! Here are Paolo Bellinati's long-awaited solo guitar arrangements of 10 of the 12
compositions featured on the Mel Bay Publications DVD, Paulo Bellinati Plays Antonio
Carlos Jobim (99725DVD). Written in standard notation only with brief performance
notes for each piece, these arrangements would best be approached by the
intermediate to advanced classic guitarist.In this collection, masterful Brazilian guitarist
Paolo Bellinati has meticulously transcribed his solo guitar arrangements of ten
melodies by his beloved countryman and pioneering bossa nova composer, Antonio
Carlos Jobim. Bellinati particularly labored over his arrangements of Jobim's
instrumental compositions, i.e., songs without lyrics as these "reveal a much more
sophisticated Jobim, closer to his favorite classical composers..."The book also
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contains arrangements of lyrical songs "of a more introspective and romantic
character," including "Luiza" which Bellinati regards as "the most beautiful and perfect
Brazilian song ever written.The book also includes substantial biographies of both the
author/arranger and the composer, plus a notation key illuminating the special
techniques needed to effectively render these arrangements- all lending additional
insight to the music itself.
Best known as the composer of such hits as Dionne Warwick's "Walk On By," Dusty
Springfield's "The Look of Love," and the Carpenters' "Close to You," Burt Bacharach
wrote the music for over 700 published songs and has been recorded by some 2,000
artists - from Frank Sinatra and Elvis Presley to the Beatles and the Supremes. Song
By Song is a witty, cheeky song-by-song journey through Bacharach's vast recorded
oeuvre, from Nat "King" Cole's little-known 1952 version of 'Once in a Blue Moon" to
Burt's recent collaborations with Elvis Costello, Lyle Lovett and Chicago.
Tom Jobim foi mais que um nome da música popular. Ao compositor, músico e
orquestrador, reconhecido mundialmente, somava-se uma personalidade tão
fascinante e multifacetada como sua obra. De sua atilada inteligência saíram
observações definitivas sobre o Brasil e seus costumes. Nesta biografia de Antonio
Carlos Jobim, seu amigo e jornalista Sérgio Cabral aproxima o leitor do universo desse
'maestro soberano'.
Featuring lyrics, chord boxes and melody line, text, as well as black and white photos,
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these handy books are an ideal size for stuffing in your gig bag. Glance inside and
you'll see they're super-sized packages of hit after hit for all musicians. With a hard-
wearing PVC cover, each book in the series is designed to be carried around and
used... over and over again! Song List: A Felicidade [Jobim, Antonio Carlos] [Salvet,
Andre] [De Moraes, Vinicuis] A Fine Romance (Swing Time) [Kern, Jerome] [Fields,
Dorothy] Adios [Madriguera, Enric] Ain't Misbehavin' [Waller, Fats] [Brooks, Harry]
[Razaf, Andy] All The Things You Are [Fitzgerald, Ellla] Alright, Okay, You Win [Wyche,
Sid] [Watts, Mayme] Always In My Heart [Gannon, Kim] [Lecuona, Ernesto] Amapola
(First Love) [Lacalle, Joseph M.] Amor (Amor, Amor, Amor) [Ruiz, Gabriel] [Mendez,
Ricardo Lopez] [Newell, Norman] Angel Eyes [Dennis, Matt] [Brent, Earl] Arrivederci
Roma (Goodbye To Rome) [Rascel, Renato] [Garinei, Pietro] [Giovannini, Sandro] As
Time Goes By (Casablanca) [Hupfield, Herman] Besame Mucho [Velazquez, Consuelo]
Between The Devil And The Deep Blue Sea [Koehler, Ted] [Arlen, Harold] Black Coffee
[Webster, Paul Francis] [Burke, Sonny] Boogie Woogie Bugle Boy [Raye, Don] [Prince,
Hughie] Bye Bye Baby [Robin, Leo] [Styne, Jule] Call Me Irresponsible [Van Heusen,
James] [Cahn, Sammy] Can't Help Lovin' Dat Man (Show Boat) [Hammerstein, Oscar]
[Kern, Jerome] Caravan [Ellington, Duke] [Tizol, Juan] [Mills, Irving] Chega De Saudade
(No More Blues) [Jobim, Antonio Carlos] Chelsea Bridge [Strayhorn, Billy] Come Fly
With Me [Van Heusen, James] [Cahn, Sammy] Desafinado (Slightly Out Of Tune)
[Jobim, Antonio Carlos] Don't Get Around Much Anymore [Ellington, Duke] [Russell,
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Bob] Don't Go To Strangers [Evans, Redd] [Kent, Arthur] [Mann, Dave] East Of The
Sun (And West Of The Moon) [Bowman, Brooks] Fever [Davenport, John] [Cooley,
Eddie] Fine And Mellow (My Man Don't Love Me) [Holiday, Billie] Fly Me To The Moon
(In Other Words) [Howard, Bart] Frenesi [Dominguez, Alberto] Georgia On My Mind
(Ray) [Carmichael, Hoagy] [Gorrell, Stuart] Guantanamera [Seeger, Pete] [Orbon,
Julian] Hallelujah I Love Her So [Charles, Ray] Here's That Rainy Day [Burke, Johnny]
[Van Heusen, Jimmy] Hey! Ba-Ba-Re-Bob [Hampton, Lionel] [Hammer, Curley]
Honeysuckle Rose [Waller, Fats] [Razaf, Andy] How Insensitive (Insensatez) [Jobim,
Antonio Carlos] I Left My Heart In San Francisco [Cory, George] I Wish I Knew How It
Would Feel To Be Free [Taylor, Billy] I'll Remember April [Raye, Don] [Johnson,
Patricia] I'm Beginning To See The Light [Ellington, Duke] [George, Don] [Hodges,
Johnny] [James, Harry] I'm Gettin' Sentimental Over You [Bassman, George]
[Washington, Ned] I'm Old Fashioned (You Were Never Lovelier) [Mercer, Johnny]
[Kern, Jerome] In A Sentimental Mood [Ellington, Duke] [Mill, Irving] [Kurtz, Manny] Is
You Or Is You Ain't My Baby? [Austin, Billy] [Jordan, Louis] It Could Happen To You
(And The Angels Sing) [Burke, Johnny] [Van Heusen, Jimmy] It's Only A Paper Moon
[Arlen, Harold] [Harburg, E.Y.] [Rose, Billy] La Cumparsita [Rodriguez, Gerardo Matos]
Love Me With All Your Heart (Cuando Calienta El Sol) [Rigual, Carlos] [Martinoli, Carlos
A.] [Rigual, Mario] Lover Man (Oh Where Can You Be) [Davis, Jimmy] [Ramirez, Roger]
Lullaby Of Birdland [Weiss, George David] [Shearing, George] Lush Life [Strayhorn,
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Billy]
Jazz is one of America's greatest gifts to the arts, and native Texas musicians have
played a major role in the development of jazz from its birth in ragtime, blues, and
boogie-woogie to its most contemporary manifestation in free jazz. Dave Oliphant
began the fascinating story of Texans and jazz in his acclaimed book Texan Jazz,
published in 1996. Continuing his riff on this intriguing musical theme, Oliphant
uncovers in this new volume more of the prolific connections between Texas musicians
and jazz. Jazz Mavericks of the Lone Star State presents sixteen published and
previously unpublished essays on Texans and jazz. Oliphant celebrates the
contributions of such vital figures as Eddie Durham, Kenny Dorham, Leo Wright, and
Ornette Coleman. He also takes a fuller look at Western Swing through Milton Brown
and his Musical Brownies and a review of Duncan McLean's Lone Star Swing. In
addition, he traces the relationship between British jazz criticism and Texas jazz and
defends the reputation of Texas folklorist Alan Lomax as the first biographer of
legendary jazz pianist-composer Jelly Roll Morton. In other essays, Oliphant examines
the links between jazz and literature, including fiction and poetry by Texas writers, and
reveals the seemingly unlikely connection between Texas and Wisconsin in jazz
annals. All the essays in this book underscore the important parts played by Texas
musicians in jazz history and the significance of Texas to jazz, as also demonstrated by
Oliphant's reviews of the Ken Burns PBS series on jazz and Alfred Appel Jr.'s Jazz
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Modernism.
(Book). In 1950, Billy Eckstine was the most popular singer in America. Movie-star
handsome with an elegant pencil-thin mustache and a wide vibrato, Eckstine
possessed one of the most magnificent voices in popular music history. Born in
Pittsburgh, Eckstine won a talent contest by imitating Cab Calloway and started leading
jazz orchestras under the name Baron Billy. In 1939, he joined Earl Hines' orchestra,
composing and performing the hits "Jelly, Jelly" and "Stormy Monday Blues." In 1944,
he formed what is now considered the first bebop orchestra that included, during its
brief three-year run, legendary figures such as Charlie Parker, Dizzy Gillespie, Miles
Davis, and Sarah Vaughan. Signing with MGM, he rose to superstar status, sold
millions of records, marketed his own line of "Mr. B." shirt collars, and inspired an army
of female admirers, known as "Billy-soxers." Eckstine fought all his life for recognition
and respect in his quest to become America's first black romantic singing idol, but he
faced hardships in the segregated music world of the '40s and '50s. Despite this, he
went on to influence many singers who followed, including Arthur Prysock, Johnny
Hartman, Johnny Mathis, Kevin Mahogany, Barry White, and even Elvis Presley. In this
book, Cary Ginell traces, for the first time, the life of one of the twentieth century's most
amazing success stories, the man known simply as "Mr. B."
This book is based on various cases whose common factor is how the psychoanalytic
setting is created: the internalization and realization inside the patient`s mind: with the
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feeling of fixed hours and the transferential relation with the psychoanalyst. Referring to
the great masters of psychoanalysis, the author guides us step by step through the
mysterious terrain of the mind, especially in its most regressive, primitive and psychotic
aspects. Thomas Ogden, commenting on the papers collected here, wrote that 'they
represent two of the most important contributions of the past decade to the
understanding of the psychoanalytic treatment of psychotic patients'. This book is
intended to be felt and thought about. The reader is asked to read between the lines, to
imagine and feel beyond the words on the page. It will appeal to psychoanalysts,
psychotherapists and students.
Antonio Carlos Jobim has been called the greatest of all the contemporary Brazilian
songwriters—the "Gershwin" of Brazil. Like Gershwin, he wrote both popular and serious
music and was a skilled piano player. One of the key figures in the creation of the
“bossa nova”style, Jobim’s songs have made a lasting impression worldwide and
many are now standards of the popular music repertoire. In The Music of Antônio
Carlos Jobim, one of the first extensive musicological analyses of the Brazilian
composer, Peter Freeman examines the music, philosophy and circumstances
surrounding the creation of Jobim’s popular songs, instrumental compositions and
symphonic works and attempts to elucidate not only the many musical influences that
formed his musical output, but also the stylistic peculiarities that were as much the
product of a gifted composer as was the rich musical environment and heritage that
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surrounded him.
"Revised and updated edition of the 1991 publication (see item #bi 98010688#).
Welcome additions are an expanded coverage of axâe music and other musical styles
from Bahia, and information on recent Brazilian artists and musical styles"--Handbook
of Latin American Studies, v. 58.
Finger Style Guitar Fingerstyle arrangements of ten of his best: Agua De Beber (Water
to Drink) * The Girl from Ipanema (Garota De Ipanema) * How Insensitive (Insensatez)
* If You Never Come to Me * Meditation (Meditacao) * O Morro Nao Tem Vez (Favela) *
One Note Samba (Samba De Uma Nota So) * Quiet Nights of Quiet Stars (Corcovado)
* Slightly out of Tune (Desafinado) * Wave.
This collection provides readers with a diverse and contemporary overview of research
in the field. Drawing upon scholarly writing from a range of disciplines and approaches,
it provides case studies from a wide range of 'non Western' musical contexts. In so
doing the volume attends to the central themes that have emerged in this area of
popular music studies; cultural politics, identity and the role of technology. This
collection does not seek to establish a new theoretical paradigm, but being primarily
aimed at researchers and students, offers as comprehensive a view of the research
that has been carried out over the last few decades as possible, given the global scope
of the subject. Inevitably, the experience of globalisation itself runs through many of the
contributions, not only because musicians find themselves part of an immense flow of
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international culture, technology and finance, but also because Western scholarship
can also be considered an aspect of such a flow. The articles selected for the volume
take different disciplinary approaches; many are close ethnographic descriptions of
musical practices whilst others take a more historical view of a musical 'scene' or even
a single musician. Some essays consider the effects of emerging technologies upon the
production, dissemination and consumption of music, whilst the political context is
central to other authors. The collection as a whole serves as a resource for those who
wish to be better acquainted with the diversity of research that has been carried out into
non-western pop, whilst also highlighting the broader themes that have, so far, shaped
academic approaches to the subject.
The greatest albums of all time . . . and how they happened. Organised chronologically
and spanning seven decades, The MOJO Collection presents an authoritative and
engaging guide to the history of the pop album via hundreds of long-playing
masterpieces, from the much-loved to the little known. From The Beatles to The Verve,
from Duke Ellington to King Tubby and from Peggy Lee to Sly Stone, hundreds of
albums are covered in detail with chart histories, full track and personnel listings and
further listening suggestions. There's also exhaustive coverage of the soundtrack and
hit collections that every home should have. Like all collections, there are records you
listen to constantly, albums you've forgotten, albums you hardly play, albums you love
guiltily and albums you thought you were alone in treasuring, proving The MOJO
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Collection to be an essential purchase for those who love and live music.
The first-ever biography of the highly respected arranger in the history of American
popular music. Base on more than 200 interviews with his closest friends, family, and
colleagues.
A translation of the 1990 Brazilian best seller, this is a history of what happened when
'street samba' moved indoors and became an international form of pop/jazz. This book
is filled with interviews with performers and those close to them, while the author makes
clear the importance of Bossa Nova to Brazilian musical life.
Music of Latin America and the Caribbean, Second Edition is a comprehensive
textbook for undergraduate students, which covers all major facets of Latin American
music, finding a balance between important themes and illustrative examples. This
book is about enjoying the music itself and provides a lively, challenging discussion
complemented by stimulating musical examples couched in an appropriate cultural and
historical context—the music is a specific response to the era from which it emerges,
evolving from common roots to a wide variety of musical traditions. Music of Latin
America and the Caribbean aims to develop an understanding of Latin American
civilization and its relation to other cultures. NEW to this edition A new chapter
overviewing all seven Central American countries An expansion of the chapter on the
English- and French-speaking Caribbean An added chapter on transnational genres An
end-of-book glossary featuring bolded terms within the text A companion website with
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over 50 streamed or linked audio tracks keyed to Listening Examples found in the text,
in addition to other student and instructors’ resources Bibliographic suggestions at the
end of each chapter, highlighting resources for further reading, listening, and viewing
Organized along thematic, historical, and geographical lines, Music of Latin America
and the Caribbean implores students to appreciate the unique and varied contributions
of other cultures while realizing the ways non-Western cultures have influenced
Western musical heritage. With focused discussions on genres and styles, musical
instruments, important rituals, and the composers and performers responsible for its
evolution, the author employs a broad view of Latin American music: every country in
Latin America and the Caribbean shares a common history, and thus, a similar musical
tradition.
This book is characterized as the result of an ethnomusicological and historical research by
Recife musician Walter Wanderley (1932-1986), known as a representative of Bossa Nova.
Organist, pianist, arranger and sporadic composer, Walter Wanderley has released dozens of
records on record labels such as Odeon, Philips, the American company Verve and many
others, both as an instrumentalist and arranger for singers and as solo instrumental albums.
Even with such a robust record production, Walter Wanderley seems to have been forgotten by
most records in the History of Brazilian Popular Music. This book tries to help understand how
this success happened predominantly only outside his country of origin and the reasons why
his name was practically omitted by historiography and by important references of Bossa
Nova. As was his performance in other genres such as Samba, Bolero, Sambalanço and
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Sambajazz, which are much more present in his work than Bossa Nova itself, a genre for
which the artist came to be labeled as representative, especially after his death. The book
makes a contribution to the construction of knowledge for Ethnomusicology, Musicology and
other areas of study of Brazilian Popular Music in its relations with the cultural industry and
with the aspects between Memory and Forgetfulness.
This collection of articles by leading scholars traces the history of Brazilian pop music through
the twentieth-century.
Songbook Tom Jobim - vol. 1Irmãos Vitale
This picture/diagram chord book shows all of the basic chords for four-string or tenor banjo. for
all of the major, minor, seventh, diminished, augmented, and ninth chords there is a photo of
the fingering on the banjo fretboard and a diagram. Major seventh, minor seventh, sixth, minor
sixth, seventh augmented fifth, and seventh diminished fifth chords are shown in diagram form
only. the introduction discusses how to hold the banjo, tuning (low to high C- G-D-A), and
more. Also suitable for mandola.
This book studies architecture and literature of Rio de Janeiro, the “Marvellous City,” from the
revolution of 1889 to the Olympics of 2016, taking the reader on a journey through the history
of the city. This study offers a wide-ranging and thought-provoking insight that moves from
ruins to Modernism, from the past to the future, from futebol to fiction, and from beach to
favela, to uncover the surprising feature—decadence—at the heart of this unique and seemingly
timeless urban world. An innovative and in-depth study of buildings, books, and characters in
the city’s modern history, this fundamental new work sets the reader in the glorious world of
Rio de Janeiro.
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(Fake Book). Since the 1970s, The Real Book has been the most popular book for gigging jazz
musicians. Hal Leonard is proud to publish completely legal and legitimate editions of the
original volumes as well as exciting new volumes to carry on the tradition to new generations of
players in all styles of music! All the Real Books feature hundreds of time-tested songs in
accurate arrangements in the famous easy-to-read, hand-written notation. This all-new 4th
volume presents 400 more songs, not previously available in any other volume! Includes:
Ashes to Ashes * Button up Your Overcoat * Cocktails for Two * Days of Wine and Roses *
Down with Love * A Foggy Day (In London Town) * The Good Life * Home * I Got Rhythm * I
Hadn't Anyone Till You * If You Could See Me Now * Just Friends * Kansas City * Linus and
Lucy * Lonely Girl * Maybe This Time * My Bells * Night and Day * On Broadway * On Green
Dolphin Street * Only the Lonely * The Pink Panther * Puttin' on the Ritz * Relaxin' at the
Camarillo * Reunion Blues * The Sermon * The Shadow of Your Smile * Side by Side * Smile *
Summertime * Sunny * Them There Eyes * and many more. Editions also available in C, E-flat,
and Bass Clef.
Copyright: 5fb6ae5bad558591d65ce591040090bd
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